In the paper we investigate decompositions of hypergraphs into hyperstars. A hyperstar with center F and size c is every hypergraph (X, ~) such that F c_ n ~ and I~1 = c. A decomposition of a hypergraph (X, ~) into hypergraphs from a certain class YC is a family of hypergraphs {Hi = (X, ~i): i • I} such that {~i: i • I} is a partition of ~ and each Hi is isomorphic to a hypergraph in X.
Introduction
All undefined notions concerning hypergraphs can be found in the text book by Berge [1] . By ~(X) (respectively ~k(X)) we mean the family of all subsets (respectively k-element subsets) of a set X. For any real x and positive integer s we define A hyperstar with center F and size c is every hypergraph H = (X, ~) such that F c_ n ~ and = c. Note that every hypergraph is a hyperstar with the empty center.
Let ~/" be a family of hypergraphs. By a decomposition of a hypergraph H = (X, ~) into hypergraphs from ~/" we mean a family of hypergraphs {Hi = (X, ~i) : i e I} such that {~gi: i e I} is a partition of ~ and each Hi is isomorphic to a hypergraph in ~. Such decompositions were considered mainly in the case of graphs, an exhaustive list of references can be found in [3] . The general case of decompositions of hypergraphs was investigated by Bermond [2] and Yamamoto and Tazawa [7] . The latter authors deal with complete n-uniform hypergraphs K,~= (X, ~n(X)), where IXl--m, and investigate the problem of existence of decompositions of K~, into isomorphic hyperstars of size c and (n-1)-element center. For n = 2, i.e., for complete graphs this problem was solved by et al. [6] . They proved that the complete graph of order n has a decomposition into stars of size c if and only if c l('~ ) and m~>2c. In the case of ni>3 Yamamoto [8] (1)
Yamamoto and Tazawa [7] raised a problem: what are the sufficient conditions for a decomposition of K~ into hyperstars of size c and (n -1)-element center to exist? In [7] and [8] the authors constructed suitable decompositions for some particular values of m, n and c. These constructions allow to conjecture that the conditions (1) and (2) are the solution of the problem of Yamamoto and Tazawa. The case n = 3 was studied in more detail in [7] . The construction of the decomposition of K~ into hyperstars of size c = ~(m-1) and 2-element center was given there.
The basic role in our considerations play theorems obtained in Section 2. They are simple generalizations for the case of hypergraphs of theorems on decompositions of graphs into stars proved by Tarsi [5] . In the remaining two sections we apply these results for some particular hypergraphs.
In Section 3 we consider decompositions of the hypergraph Pm= (X, ~(X)\ {~}), where IXI = m, into hyperstars with 1-element centers, i.e., partitions of the family of all nonempty subsets of an m-element set into subfamilies with nonempty intersection. In Section 4 we consider decompositions of Kk, n < m, into hyperstars with centres consisting of k elements, k < n, i.e., partitions of the family of all n-element subsets of an m-element set into subfamilies whose intersection consists of at least k elements. The theorems obtained are of two types. Theorems of the first type give strlficient conditions for the existence of a decomposition of a hypergraph into hyperstars under the assumption that each subset of the vertex set of the hypergraph is the center of at most one hyperstar. From these theorems follow the theorems of the second type, where we allow a subset of the vertex set to be a center of more than one hyperstar. Theorems of the same type are stated and proved in the similar way. As a corollary of the results obtained we have that (1) and the additional condition c ~ (m-n + 1)/n(n-1) ensures the existence of a decomposition of Kk into hyperstars of size c and (n -D-element centers. 
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where F(~-) denotes the set of vertices of G adjacent to vertices in ~. We shall show that the conditions (5) and (6) are equivalent to (3) and (4). The equivalence of (4) and (6) is obvious. So, let us suppose that (5) 
Z. Lonc
Let t be the first number for which f(t, H) ~ 0; let us note that t is well defined since/(15el, H) = I 1. Now, we define
(It may happen that t = 15el. To cover this case we adopt the convention that min ~ = ~.) Let (d~,..., dlset) be a sequence such that dl =-" • = dr = 0 < d,+l ~< 
Let 0 <~ d~ <~ . • • <<-dlse I. If
IAel I~l : ~ di,
and either
holds, corresponding to the sequence (dl, •.., dis, i). dls~ I -dl < g(H)
then there is a decomposition of H into hyperstars (9) with centers in and from the definition of 6. The condition (4) follows immediately from (7) so the assertion follows by Theorem 1.Now, let us assume (9) . We shall show that (9) implies (8) 
Decomposition of Pm
Let us recall that Pr" = (X, ~(X) -{0}), where IXI = m. (not necessarily nonempty). Denote by di the sum of elements in Bi and assume that dl ~<.
• • ~< dr". Suppose that the sets B1,..., Br" are chosen so that dr" -dx is least possible and the number of sets Bi having maximum sum of elements, is least possible. Now, suppose that dr" -dx >12r"/m. Then after shifting an arbitrary mi from Br" to BI we obtain either a partition with less difference between the greatest and the least di or a partition with the least possible difference but with less sets having maximum sum, in both cases this contradicts to the choice of 
Decompositions of complete n-uniform hypergraphs
In this section we shall consider decompositions of complete n-uniform hypergraphs K~ = (X, ~,(X)), where IXl =m, into hyperstars with k-element centers. We shall assume that m > n > k > 0 to exclude trivial cases. Since for k = 1 we can obtain slightly stronger results than for arbitrary k, the cases k = 1 and k I> 2 will be dealt with separately. 
n! (x-ny
for x >--n + 2, tp is nondecreasing in the interval (n + 2, oo). Moreover, it can easily be verified that if n >/3, then we have ~(n + 1)~ tp(n + 2). Hence, for p = n + 1,..., m, tp(p) ~ tp(m) and (10) follows. For p = n, (10) can be verified directly. Now we shall consider two cases.
Case1. n >~ 3
In this case, by (10), we obtain
Decompositions of hypergraphs into hyperstars 163 for n ~<p <~ m -1. Since f(p, K~) = 0 for p < n, we have t = n and by (11) So, the assertion follows from Theorem 2.
Case2. n=2
For m >I 4 we have 
., mr) be a sequence of positive integers such that F,[=I mi = (~) and mi < [(m)/(m -n)], for i = 1,..., r. Then there is a decomposition of K~, into hyperstars with 1-element centers and sizes ml, ... , mr.
This theorem is analogous to Theorem 4 and may be proved by exactly the same reasoning.
Remarks.
(1) Theorem 6 is best possible in the sense that with the condition mi < In the remaining part of this section we consider the problem of decomposing the hypergraph K~ into hyperstars with k-element centers, where k is greater than 1. This case is substantially more difficult than the case k = 1 and the results are not so complete.
It is not difficult to prove (see e.g. [4, pp. 251-252] ) that, for a fixed positive integer r, every positive integer a can uniquely be represented as the following sum of binomial symbols:
for some t, r t> t I> 1, and a r ~ at_ 1 ~ • .
• ~ at >t t.
For every a represented as in (12) we define a fractional pseudopower of a as
In the definition of fractional pseudopower we use the convention that (m) = 0 for m < n or for n < 0. In particular we easily see that a (''/') = 0 if r' > a,. The notion of fractional pseudopower was introduced and its properties investigated by Kruskal [4] . Now we are in a position to state and prove our results. 
., ('~), then there is a decomposition of K~, into hypergraphs with k-element centers corresponding to the sequence (d~, . . . , d(T)).
Proof. Put 5e = @k(X). Clearly, for any ~ ~ @k(X), ~d* = {E ~_ @n(X): @k(E) =_ ~3}. Then the well-known Kruskal-Katona theorem (see [4, p. 252] ) asserts that f(p, K~)= max(l~d*l: =_ ~k(X) and = p} = p(,/k).
This in turn gives the assertion via Theorem 2 (condition (8)). []
Condition (9) of Theorem 2 enables us to obtain another sufficient condition for the existence of a decomposition of K~ into hyperstars with k-element centers. To get it we will use a little bit weaker but easier to handle version of Kruskal-Katona theorem due to Lov~isz [9] .
Let r and r' be fixed positive integers. Notice that every positive integer can uniquely be represented as (~), where x is a real number and x >~ r. Denote by q0,,,,, a function such that for every positive integer a = (~), ~r,r'(a) = (x,).
Using the terminology defined above the theorem of Lov~isz can be formulated as follows: max{l *l: k(X) and I 1-'p} q0k,n(p),
for p = 1,..., (~'), where ~* is defined as in the proof of Theorem 7.1
We shall need the following technical lemma. (n)(a/(k) ) .
Proof. Let a = (~,), x/> k. It suffices to show that
To this end we prove that the function ~p(t) t k t n = (n) /(k) is increasing t e (n --1, m). Notice that 167 into hyperstars of (n-1)-element centers and the same size c, which were considered by Yamamoto and Tazawa [7] and Yamamoto [8] . 
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Concluding remarks
Theorem 2 plays the crucial role in obtaining the results concerning the existence of decompositions of hypergraphs considered, i.e., P, and K~. All results obtained are corollaries of this general fact. Unfortunately the sufficient conditions given in Theorem 2, and consequently in all subsequent results, are very strong. As a matter of fact, for every one-to-one correspondence A:6e---~ {dl,..., d~s~l}, they ensure the existence of a decomposition which has the additional property that every S e 6e is the center of a hyperstar with size A(S). Hence they are far from being necessary. Here lies the reason for which the gap uncovered by Corollary 11 is so large. On the other hand Theorem 1 gives necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of a decomposition of a hypergraph into hyperstars. Thus the general problem arises to infer from Theorem 1 sufficient conditions for the existence of a hyperstar decomposition which would be weaker than those provided in Theorem 2.
